
 

 

 

 

Cylinder Totals 
 



Introduction 

The Cylinder Totals program is a query that can be used to determine the location of cylinders. It will list the cylinders 

that are currently at customer sites, at the store full and/or empty, at vendor sites and cylinders that are being rented 

from a vendor. 

The billing update automatically updates the cylinders shipped to customer sites and updates the store full/empty 

cylinders. When a cylinder is shipped to a customer it is recorded in the Cylinder Totals program with an entry for the 

customer and it also reduces the number of full cylinders at the store. When a cylinder is returned from a customer, 

the number of store empty cylinders is increased. 

The Cylinder Totals program has a transaction entry feature that allows the operator to enter various options.  They 

can ship the cylinders to other locations, ship and return cylinders from the vendors, and ship and return rented 

cylinders to vendors.  It can also be used to fill cylinders. This would reduce the bulk gas and fill the individual 

cylinders. 

The query screen has numerous selection filters that can be used to display only certain status, cylinder types, 

customer numbers, locations, or vendors.  

 

This is an example of the Cylinder Totals 

program.  It displays the number of cylinders 

at customer site, dock empty, dock full, 

vendor site and rented from vendors at the 

bottom of the screen. The various selection 

filters can be used to display only a certain 

cylinder type, status filter, customers, 

locations and vendors. 

 

Where are my OX125 cylinders? 

In this example, we are asking a question 

“Where are all of my OX125 cylinders?” We 

accomplished this by checking all status’s 

and one cylinder type. The program will 

show the total number of OX125 cylinders at customer sites, on our dock, at the various branches and at vendor sites.  

As you can see here the total of ALL of our OX125 cylinders is 718. 

If we wanted to see how many a particular customer had, we would click on customer number and enter the 

customer’s number.   

If we wanted to see how many OX125’s we had at a particular location, we would select Location and then enter the 

location we were interested in reviewing. 
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Note:  Always be sure to UNCHECK previous options if you are not using them. If,  for example we left ONE CUSTOMER 

checked and then went to look at a branch we would only see cylinders for that customer at that location.  

How Many Cylinders Does Customer 100 Have? 

To find out out how many cylinders of each type a specific customer has, we would select customer number, and 

enter that customer’s number. Make sure that ONLY the status for  Cylinders At Customer Site is checked.  This 

ignores dock empty, dock full, etc. Also make sure you don’t have one cylinder type selected.  

How Many Cylinders Are At My Gas Vendor? 

In this example we would select the status for Cylinders At Vendor Sites and then select the specific vendor number 

we were interested in reviewing. This is an excellent, easy way to confirm how many cylinders have been shipped to 

your vendor for filling, pressure testing, etc. 

Is My Rental Bill Correct? 

To make sure you are being charged rent for the correct number of cylinders, make sure that all of your filters are 

clear and then select Cylinders You Rent From Vendors. This will show all of the cylinders that you are renting from 

vendors. To be more specific, select one vendor and compare the numbers that the program shows to the numbers 

on the rental invoice from the vendor. 

Viewing Transactional Detail 

Let’s assume that you view a line on the Cylinder Totals screen that says the customer has 10 OX125 cylinders. Your 

customer says they only have 8. To view all of the transactions entered into the system and see how you arrived at 10 

cylinders, simply double click on the line for OX125. At that point the detail will be on the screen that shows every 

time a cylinder was shipped or returned from the customer along with the invoice number. 
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Transactions other than To and From Customers 

The Cylinder Totals program also makes it possible to create transactions other than Ships To and Returns From 

customers. Some examples would be: 

 Filling Cylinders – If you Fill your own cylinders this transaction will increase the number of FULL cylinders, 

reduce the number of EMPTY cylinders and reduce the amount of gas you have in your bulk gas record. This 

will give you a constant update of how many empty and full cylinders you have. 

 Transferring cylinders to different locations – If you have multiple locations, then you can transfer EMPTY or 

FULL cylinders from one location to another. The Status (Empty or Full) does not change, it simply moves the 

cylinder. 

 Shipping Empty cylinders to vendors to be filled – If someone else FILLS your cylinders for you, then you 

would use this transaction to ship the cylinders to the vendor as EMPTY cylinders. 

 Receiving Full cylinders from vendors – When you receive the cylinders back from the vendor they are now 

full. The number of FULL cylinders has increased as well as the gas available in that type of cylinder. 

 Receiving Rented Cylinders from Vendors and Returning Rented Cylinders To Vendors  – This transaction 

allows you to track all cylinders that you rent from the vendor to insure that you are being properly billed for 

rent. 

 

Examples of various transaction types: 
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Example of shipping empty cylinders to a vendor. 

 Enter the date 

 Enter a document number or press the # key to auto generate a number 

 Select the Transaction Code (in this example 4 is Ship Empty Cylinders To a Vendor)  

 Select the Vendor you are shipping the cylinders to. 

 Select the Branch you are shipping the cylinders FROM (this determines which location records are updated).  

 Select the Cylinder Type. 

 Enter the number of cylinders shipped. 

 Enter a description such as:  Shipped 10 cylinders to be Pressure Tested and Filled. 

 Click OK 

 There is no update to run. The transaction is updated as soon as you click OK. 
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Example of a transaction for Filling Cylinders.   

The transaction for Filling cylinders will decrease the number of Empty cylinders, increase the number of Full cylinders 

and decrease the bulk gas record for the type of gas being filled into the cylinders.  

 Enter the date 

 Enter a document number or press the # to 

automatically generate a number. 

 Select Code 3 to Fill Cylinders. 

 Select the Filling Location (in this example 

01-Louisiana) 

 Enter the cylinder type (OX125) 

 Enter the stock number you use for BULK 

GAS – GOX. 

 The To Bulk Gas Stock Number will 

AUTOMATICALLY be populated based on the 

part number you used when you built the 

OX125 cylinder records. 

 Enter the number of cylinders filled – 10. 

 The quantity of gas is automaticaly filled – 

1250 cubic feet will be REDUCED from the 

BULK gas record (GOX) and ADDED to the 

GAS Cylinder record (GOX125). This will allow you to see how much gas was sold in 125 cubic foot cylinders. 

 Enter your description – Mike filled 10 OX125 cylinders. 

 Click OK to complete the transaction.  It will automatically be updated, there is no need for a separate update.  

Exporting Data 

This program does have a print and export feature. The selected data can be exported to a tab delimited file for use in 

other applications such as Excel. 

Loading and Unloading the Truck –Total Cylinders Transferred –Manifest 

These functions are detailed in a separate FAQ and training Video. 

Have questions? Feel free to send us an email, we welcome the questions! 
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